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Abstract

This paper discusses the learning of probabilistic plan-
ning without a priori domain-specific knowledge. Dif-
ferent from existing reinforcement learning algorithms
that generate only reactive policies and existing proba-
bilistic planning algorithms that requires a substantial
amount of a priori knowledge in order to plan, we de-
vise a two-stage bottom-up learning-to-plan process, in
which first reinforcement learning/dynamic program-
ming is applied, without the use of a priori domain-
specific knowledge, to acquire a reactive policy and
then explicit plans are extracted from the learned reac-
tive policy. Plan extraction is based on a beam search
algorithm that performs temporal projection in a re-
stricted fashion guided by the value functions resulting
from reinforcement learning/dynamic programming.

Introduction

Some recent AI planning systems, in a broad sense,
are able to learn to plan in an uncertain (probabilis-
tic) world, for example, Kushmerick, Hanks and Weld
(1995), and Dearden and Boutilier (1996). The prob-
lem with these existing approaches is the amount of
prior domain-specific knowledge necessary in order to
make planning possible. Such a requirement begs the
question of how one obtains a complete set of planning
rules to begin with. On the other hand, dynamic pro-
gramming (DP) or its reinforcement learning (RL) vari-
ants (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis 1996, Barto et al 1995,
Kaelbling et ai 1996) may start with little or no a priori
knowledge, but they only learn closed-loop policies, or
reactive policies (Agre and Chapman 1989, Schoppers
1987); that is, actions are selected, in accordance with 
learned policy, on a moment-to-moment basis from the
current state/input, without (explicit) regard to future
gains or losses. The result is not an explicit plan that
can be used in an open-loop fashion (Barto et al 1995).
However, explicit plans are what traditional AI plan-
ning research strives for (Sacerdoti 1974, Warren 1976,
Pollack 1992) and thus important in that regard. In
addition, explicit plans can also be more useful than
reactive policies in many situations: E.g., An explicit
plan sequence can be executed without environmental
feedback, which can be very useful when feedback is not

available or unreliable.
In order to learn explicit plans without a priori

domain-specific knowledge, we take a bottom-up ap-
proach. That is, we first learn a simple open-loop, re-
active policy (e.g. in neural networks) (Agre and Chap-
man 1989) through utilizing DP/RL (Bellman 1957,
Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis 1996, Barto et al 1995, Watkins
1989), without the use of a priori knowledge. We also
simultaneously learn a world model (cf. Sutton 1990).
Then we extract an explicit plan from this learned re-
active policy, based on following the most probable
path(s), with probabilities being calculated from the
results of the DP/RL process and the world model. In
other words, our approach is learning open-loop con-
trol (traditional AI plans) from first learning closed-
loop control (i.e., reactive policies).

Learning to plan

The Foundation

To implement such planning, we can use Q-learning
(Watkins 1989), in which the updating is done com-
pletely on-line and incremental, without explicitly using
transition probability:

Q(st, ut) := (1 - a)Q(st, ut)

where a E (0, 1) is the learning rate, ut is determined
by an action policy, e.g., ut = argmax,,Q(st,u) or

eQ( .... ,)/T and 7 is 1 for nondiscounted
prob(ut) = ~ eQ(’,.~)/~ 

Q-learning. (Note that rewards, g, are always zero be-
fore the last step.) The learning can be carried out
in a backpropagation neural network. We can show
that Q values along the way of a path to the goal can
have specific interpretations that can readily be used in
probabilistic planning: The Q values are actually prob-
abilities that indicate the likelihood of reaching the goal
by performing the corresponding action and following
the policy thereon.

Theorem 1 In nondiscounted Q-learning, the optimal
Q values represent the probability of reaching the goal
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states, that is,

Q(s,u) = prob;"(8,u)
i

and
prob~’ (s, u) = l-[7’=lp,,,,s,,+l (u,)

where prob~~ (s,u) is the probability of path i reach-
ing the goal, starting from state s and action u and
subsequently selecting actions according to a policy P.
psi,,s,+,(uit) is the probability of the t-th state tran-
sition along the way of path i (from Sit to 8it+l with
action uit), sil = s and Uil = u; ni is the length of
path i and can either be finite or infinite.

We can extend the above framework to deal with dis-
counted Q-learning too (Sun and Sessions 1998).

Extracting plans

What we need now is a method that turns a set of Q
values and the corresponding policy P resulting from
these values into a plan L that is in the form of a se-
quence of steps in accordance with the traditional AI
formulation of planning. The basic idea is that we use
beam search, to find the best action sequences (or con-
ditional action sequences) that achieve the goal with 
certain probability (based on the earlier theorems).

We employ the following data structures. The cur-
rent state set, CSS, consists of multiple pairs in the form
of (s,p(s)), in which the first item indicates a state 
and the second item p(s) indicates the probability of
that state. For each state in CSS, we find the corre-
sponding best action. In so doing, we have to limit the
number of branches at each step, for the sake of time ef-
ficiency of the algorithm as well as the representational
efficiency of the resulting plan. The set thus contains
up to (a fixed number) n pairs, where n is the branching
factor in beam search. A conditional plan with limited
branches (widths) may fail if at a particular step, none
of the listed states is present. The remedy is to include
a default action for each step in the plan that is irre-
spective of the state at a step. In order to calculate the
best default action at each step, we include a second
set of states CSS*, which covers a certain number (m)
of possible states not covered by CSS.

PlanExtraetion:

Set the current state set CSS = {(s0,1)} and
css’= {}

Repeat until the termination conditions are satis-
fied (e.g., step > D)

- For each action u, compute the probabilities of
transitioning to each of all the possible next
states (for all s’ 6 S) from each of the current
states (s 6 CSS):

p(s’, s, u) = p(s) ̄ p,,,, 
- For each action u, compute its estimated utility

with respect to each state in CSS:

Ut(s, u) = ~ p(s’, s, u) * max Q(s’, 
V

tle

That is, we calculate the probabilities of reach-
ing the goal after performing action u from the
current state s.

- For each action u, compute the estimated utility
with respect to all the states in CSS’:

Vt(CSS’,u)= ~ ~_,p(s),p,,,,(ulmaxQ(s’,v)
seCSS’ s’

- For each state s in CSS, choose the action Us with
the highest utility Ut(s,u):

Us = argmaxuUt(s, u)

- Choose the best default action u with regard to
all the states in CSS’:

u = argmaxu, Ut(CSS’, u’)

- Update CSS to contain n states that have the
highest n probabilities, i.e., with the highest
p(s’)’s:

p(s’) = p(s’,s,u,)
s6CSS

where Us is the action chosen for state s.
- Update CSS’ to contain m states that have the

highest m probabilities calculated as follows,
among those states that are not in the new (up-
dated) CSS:

p(s’) = Z p(s’,s,u,)
s6CSSuCSS’

where Us is the action chosen for state s (ei-
ther a conditional action in case s 6 CSS or a
default action in case s 6 CSS’), and the sum-
mations are over the old CSS and CSS’ (before
updating), 

In the measure Ut, we take into account the probabil-
ities of reaching the goal in the future from the current
states (based on the Q values; see Theorem 1), as well
as the probability of reaching the current states based
on the history of the paths traversed (based on p(s)’s).
This is because what we are aiming at is the estimate
of the overall success probability of a path. The ba-
sic idea, combining measures of past history and future
possibilities , is essentially the same as the A* algo-
rithm. However, instead of an additive combination,
we use a multiplicative combination, because probabil-
ities require such combinations. In the algorithm, we
select the best actions (for s 6 CSS and CSS’) that
are most likely to succeed based on these measures, re-
spectively.

Note that (1) as a result of incorporating noncondi-
tional default actions, nonconditional plans are special
cases of conditional plans. (2) If we set n = 0 and

1For both CSS and CSS’, if a goal state or a state of
probability 0 is selected, we may remove it and, optionally,
reduce the beam width of the corresponding set by 1.
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Action Description
AO Pickup
A1 Dry
A2 Paint

Figure 1: The possible actions in the Gripper task.

State Number Feature Description
0 (not BP, not OC, not HB, not GD)
I (not BP, not OC, not HB, GD)
2 (not BP, not GC, HB, not GD)
3 (not BP, not OC, HB, GD)
4 (not BP, OC, not HB, not GD)
5 (not BP, GC, not HB, GD)
6 (not BP, OC, HB, not GD)
7 (not BP, OC, HB, GD)
8 (BP, not OC~ not HB, not OD)
9 (BP, not OC~ not HB, GD)
10 (BP, not OC, HB, not GD)
II (BP, not OC, HB, GD)
12 (BP, OC, not HB, not GD)
13 (BP, GC, not HB, GD)

14 (BP, GC, HB, not GD)
15 (BP, GC, HB, OD)

Figure 2: The possible states in the Gripper task. State
4 is the starting state. States 14 and 15 are the goal
states. The anti-goal states include states 8, 9, 10, and
11. States 0, 1, 2, and 3 are impossible to reach.

m > 0, we then in effect have a nonconditionai plan
extraction algorithm and the result from the algorithm
is a nonconditional plan. (3) If we set m = 0, then 
have a purely conditional plan (with no default action
attached).

An issue is how to determine the branching factor,
i.e., the number of conditional actions at each step. We
can start with a small number, say 1 or 2, and grad-
ually expand the search by adding to the number of
branches, until a certain criterion, a termination con-
dition, is satisfied. We can terminate the search when
p(G) > 6 (where ~ is specified a priori) or when a time
limit is reached (in "which case failure is declared).

Experiments

An example is the Gripper domain (taken from Kush-
merick et al 1995, almost standard in the probabilistic
planning literature). In this task, a robot arm has to
paint a block without getting itself dirty and to pick up
the block in the end. There are three possible actions:
paint, dry, and pickup (see Figure 1). There are four
binary features describing a state: BP (block painted),
GD (gripper dry), HB (holding block), and GC (gripper
clean); thus there are a total of 16 states (see Figure 2).
Actions have probabilistic outcomes: For example, if
the gripper is not dry, it may fail to pick up the block;
if the block is painted while the gripper is holding the
block, the gripper is likely to get dirty; drying the grip-
per may not always lead to a dry gripper; and so on.
The state transition probabilities, as given in Kushm-
erick et al (1995), are shown in Figure 3. State 4 
the starting state. States 14 and 15 are the goal states.
This task is complex because it involves nondetermin-
istic state transitions, and there are also anti-goals (the
states in which the block gets dirty are the anti-goai

Figure 3: State transitions for the Gripper task, where
the states are represented in circles and the state tran-
sition probabilities are indicated in parentheses along
with the actions that lead to the transitions.

states because there is no possibility of recovery from
that; see Figure 2).

We applied Q-learning to learn reactive policies in
this task, from interacting with a domain simulator
(which was as specified above). Because of the sparcity
of possible paths, either discounted or nondiscounted Q-
learning worked in this domain. Both were tried and no
difference was observed. A conditional plan extracted
can be paraphrased as follows:

Step 1: from the starting state 4, do paint (action
2). Step 2: if the current state is 12, do dry (action
1); otherwise, the plan fails. Step 3: if the current
state is 13, do pickup (action 0); otherwise, do dry
(action 1) again. Step 4: if the current state 
not 15, do pickup again (action 0). Step 5: if the
current state is not 14 or 15, do pickup (action 0)
again.

A nonconditional plan is simply as follows:

Step 1: paint. Step 2: dry. Step 3: pickup. Step
4: pickup. 2 Step 5: dry. Step 6: pickup.

Another domain is the Builder task, which is taken
from Dearden and Boutilier (1997). In this task, 
robot tries to manipulate two objects and join them.
There are ten actions that can be performed, including
to paint, wash, drill, and shape either object, and to
bolt or glue the two together (see Figure 4 for a list
of all the actions). Each action has probabilistic out-
comes; for example, washing an object may or may not
lead to the object being clean. There are a total of
nine features that describe a state (including whether
the two objects are shaped, drilled, cleaned, painted,
and whether they are joined; see Figure 5), which lead
to 512 states (but only 330 of these can actually oc-
cur). The probabilistic outcomes of actions are given
in Dearden and Boutilier (1997). States are numbered

2This is done only if previous pickup failed, because oth-
erwise the plan would have been terminated already.
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Action Description
A0 PaintA
AI PaintB
A2 ShapeA
A3 ShapeB
A4 DrillA
A5 DrillB
A6 PashA
A7 WashB
A8 Bolt
A9 Glue

Figure 4: The possible actions in the Builder task.

Feature Number Description
FO A Painted
F1 B Painted
F2 A Shaped
F3 B Shaped
F4 A Drilled
F5 B Drilled
F6 A Clean
F7 B Clean
F8 A and B Joined

Figure 5: The nine features that determine a state in
the Builder task.

based on the binary values of the features. Thus, the
starting state is state 0, the one in which none of the
nine features are true. The goal state is state 511, the
one in which all features are true (i.e., the two objects
are cleaned, shaped, drilled, painted and joined). The
state space of this domain is too large to be pictured
here.

We applied Q-learning to this task, through interact-
ing with the domain simulator. The task was nondeter-
ministic (each action had probabilistic outcomes) and
had a larger state space. However, whereas the grip-
per task had anti-goal states, this task did not, and the
ordering of the actions to be performed was not as im-
portant. Because of the sparcity of possible paths, both
discounted or nondiscounted Q-learning worked in this
domain. One resulting conditional plan is shown in Fig-
ure 6.

Yet another domain is the simulated minefield navi-
gation task developed by NRL (see Gordon et al 1994).
In the task as shown in Figure 7, the agent has to navi-
gate an underwater vessel through a minefield to reach
a target location. The agent receives information only
from instruments. As shown in Figure 8, the sonar
gauge shows how close the mines are in 7 equal areas
that range from 45 degrees to the left of the agent to 45
degrees to the right. The fuel gauge shows how much
time is left before fuel runs out. The bearing gauge
shows the direction of the target from the present di-
rection of the agent. The range gauge shows how far
the target is from the current location. Based only on
such information, the agent decides on (1) how to turn
and (2) how fast to move. The agent, within an al-
lotted time period, can either (a) reach the target 
success), (b) hit a mine (a failure), or (c) run 
fuel (a failure again). A random mine layout is gener-
ated for each episode. The time allotted to the agent
for each episode is 200 steps. There are 41 inputs and
thus more than 1012 (input) states. Mathematically, 

Step O:
Step 1:
Step 2:
Stop 3:
Step 4:
Step 5:
Step 6:
Stop 7:
Step 3:
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step t3:
Stop 14:
Step 15:
Step 16:
Step 17:
Stop 18:

[( , A2)]
[(F2, A4) ( , 12)]
[(F2F4, AS) (F2. A4) ( , 
[(F2F4F5, A3) (F2F4, AS) (P2, 
[(F2FSF4FS. A3) (Y2P4FB, A3) (F2F4, 
[{F2F3F4FSF6, A8) (F2F3F4FS, AS) (F2F4FS, A3) (F2F4, AS)]
[(F2FSF4FSFS, AS) (F2F3F4FSFSF8, AT) (F2F3F4FS, AS) (F2F4F5, 13) (F2F4, 
[(F2FSF4FSFSF8, A7) (F2F3F4FSFSF7F8. At) (FRFSF4FSF8, Aa) (F2FSF4FS, A6) 
[(F2F3F4FSFSPTF8, A1) (F2FSF4F5FSF8, AT) (FiF2F3F4FSFSF7F8, AO) (F2F3F4FSFS, A8

9: [(F2F3F4FSFSF7F8, At) (FZF2FSF4FSFSF7F8, AO) (F2F3F4FSFSF8, A7) (FIF2FSF4FSFTF8
tO: [(FtF2F3F4FSFSFTF8, AO) (F2FSF4FSFSF7FS, At) (F2FSF4FSF6F8, AT) (F2FSF4FSF7F8,
11: [(F2F3F4FSF6F7FS, At) (FtF2F3F4F5FSFTF8, AO) (F2FSF4FSFTFS, AS) (FtF2F3F4F5F7FI
12: [(FIF2F3F4F5F6FTF8, AO) (F2F3F4FSFSF7FS, At) (F2F3F4FSFTF8, AS) (F2F3F4FSFTF8,

[(FtF2F3P4FSFSFTFS, AO) (F2F3F4FSFSFTF8, At) (F2F3F4FSFTF8° A6) (FIF2F3F4FSF7F~
[(FIF2F3F4FSFSF7F8, AO) (F2F3F4FSFSF7F8, At) (F2FSF4FSF7FS, AS) (FIF2FSF4FSFSF~
~(F2FSF4PSFSFTP8, AI) (FIF2F3F4FSFSF7F8, AO) (F2FSF4FSF7FS, AS) (FIF2F3F4F5F7F~
[(F1F2F3F4FSF6FTFS, AO) (F2FSF4FSFSF7F8, A1) (F2F3F4FSF7F8, 
[(FtF2F3F4FSF6F7FS, AO) (F2FSF4FSFSF7F8, At)]
[(FIF2FSF4FSFSF7F8, AO)~

Figure 6: A conditional plan extracted for the Builder
task. n = 6, m = 8. In each pair of parentheses, a state
is specified by the set of positive features (while other
features are negative), which is followed by an action.
Action and feature labels are described in Figures 4
and 5. Default actions were not utilized in this plan,
because CSS’ was almost always empty.

EE Oo©

O
O

O

O

Figure 7: Navigating through a minefield

is a partially observable Markov decision process (i.e.,
POMDP; Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis 1996, Chrisman 1993,
McCallum 1996, Kaelbling et al 1996).

Because in this domain there were many possible
paths that were vastly different in length, in an at-
tempt to obtain the optimal (shortest) paths to the
goal, we adopted discounted Q-learning and Q-learning
with step penalty to encourage shorter paths. Because
of the large state space (due to the large number of in-"
put dimensions in this task), we used state aggregation
and approximation methods in the form of a backprop-

Figure 8: The Navigation Input
The display at the upper left corner is the fuel gauge; the
vertical one at the upper right corner is the range gauge; the
round one in the middle is the bearing gauge; the 7 sonar
gauges are at the bottom.
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agation neural network for model estimation (see Sun
1997). For learning Q values, we also used an approx-
imator in the form of a backpropagation neural net-
work.

We applied Q-learning and model estimation in the
above forms to the simulator for this domain (Gordon
et al 1994). Based on the results of Q-learning, a plan
was extracted. Basically, it indicates a strategy for nav-
igating through the minefield: avoids mines and goes in
the general direction of the target. The estimated
success rate (the lower bound) of the plan was 62% 
opposed to the success rate of the original Q-learner of
81%

The advantage of the extracted plans is "policy com-
pression": While the original policy requires the speci-
fication of the best actions for each of these states, the
extracted plans require far less specifications. The plans
(conditional or nonconditional) require the specification
of less than 100 actions. Thus the plans save representa-
tional cost. The extracted plans also save sensing cost,
because it can be executed with less sensing (for con-
ditional plans) or no sensing at all (for nonconditional
plans), assuming sensing consumes computational re-
sources in proportion to the number of states to be dis-
tinguished.

Discussions
Compared with Kushmerick et al (1995), Dearden and
Boutilier (1996), Maclin and Shavlik (1994) and other
work of planning with DP/RL, the difference is ob-
vious: our approach is bottom-up (turning Q values
from DP/RL into explicit planning rules) while their
approaches were top-down (i.e., using given rules and
turning them into MDP for DP/RL; see section 1).
Top-down approaches require much a priori domain
knowledge to begin with, which may not be available.
On the other hand, compared with pure DP/RL (such
as Watkins 1989, Barto et al 1995, Sutton 1990), we
extract explicit plans while their models produced only
reactive policies and did not provide open-loop or semi-
open-loop policies (i.e., explicit plans).

The key insight underlying our plan extraction algo-
rithms is the relation between Q values and the proba-
bilities of reaching goals in the future. Based on that,
temporal projection search is used in our algorithm to
extract plans.

Kushmerick et al (1995) and Penbenthy and Weld
(1992) also used explicit search (temporal projection)
in planning. The complexity of Kushmerick et al
(1995) and Penbenthy and Weld (1992) was clearly 
ponential. Our method is more efficient, because it
first learns implicitly through using DP/RL algorithms
(which learns implicit sequencing), the cost of which 
comparable to, or less than, the cost of collecting statis-
tics needed in Kushmerick et al (1995) (the process 
which was not specified in Kushmerick et al 1995 and
is thus assumed to be random). Instead of collecting
statistics only, we acquire Q values as well as collect-
ing statistics with the use of DP/RL that facilitates

the process. Then, some limited search (beam search)
is conducted in our method to extract explicit plans.
The cost of the search is relatively limited due to the
limit on the beam width, which is made possible by
using the guidance provided by the Q functions (ac-
quired through learning with DP/RL algorithms). A 
function provides estimates of the future promises, or
success probabilities, of different paths. On that basis,
our algorithm narrows down the search, focusing only
on the most promising paths, and avoids an exhaustive
search of the entire space of all possible paths.

Some recent work in robotics used temporal projec-
tion to extract plans, such as Tani (1996). However,
Tani (1996) used gradient descent on a cost function
(which encourages shorter paths to goals). Notably,
there was no guarantee of soundness or completeness
for such an approach. His work did not deal with prob-
abilistic worlds, which posed a serious difficulty for the
method.

Conclusions
In sum, this paper presented a two-stage approach for
learning to plan by first acquiring closed-loop policies
through DP/RL and by subsequently extracting open-
loop or semi-open-loop policies from the learned closed-
loop policies. The novelty of the work lies in this two-
step process and the algorithms that go from the first
step (acquiring closed-loop policies) to the second step
(acquiring open-loop or semi-open-loop policies). The
work addressed the theoretical foundation of this pro-
cess, in ways of interpreting Q values acquired from
DP/RL as probabilities of achieving goals. A beam
search algorithm utilizing A*-like heuristics was devised
to perform this extraction process.
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